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SUMMARY This article presents a formula for calculating the general
field emission system tip shape or form coefficient , : /3
0.2/[(ro+h)ln(2h/r 0 ). Using this formula and numerical value
calculation methods as well as the corresponding formulae put forward
by such people as D. Selidovkin, W. Swanson, P. Dyke, and others, we
carried out, respectively, calculations and comparisons on values for
the four types of field emission systems--those with tips presenting
semispherical shapes, ellipsoid shapes, rotating parabolic shapes, and
hyperbolic shapes. The results clearly show that calculations using
the ,3 values obtained from this article's formula and the results of
calculations with the numerical values of electronic computers are

basically in line with each other.

BASIC TERMS Field Emission, System Emission Tip, Emission Shape
Coefficient

1. INTRODUCTION

At the present time, making use of the principles of field
radiation, -ne c'eates a field eviissiorl electron s0ouce (FES). This

a nill b3am spot, high luminosity, low power consumption,

long life, and small diffusion of energy, as well as other similar

special characteristici. They haive already been 4i ely us.ea in
5-V4 , STEN 2 , electron beam exposure as well as Exie (possibly

Gaketsu) electron spectral instcunents, and vacious othe- types of
large .nodel electoptical instruments, However, in FES design,
ranufacture, and applications, there are still a good number of

questions which are urgently awaiting improvements and to be put

forward. How to accurately and precisely determine tip shape

coefficient 4 values is precisely one of these. In the area of

precisely determining / values, at the present time, besides being

able to carry out accurate calculations on several types of simple and

regular electrode systems, such as parallel plates, concentric

spheres, and so on, for electrode systems with general forms, it is
1



almost difficult to describe them using analytic forms. A good number
of scholars have put forward various types of models, obtaining

several approximate calculation relationshipsH 5 ]
•However, it is

still not possible to satisfy the requirements for actual PES
development. This article carries out a series of analyses.

experiments, and comprehensive attempts, obtaining several significant

results.

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND METHODS OF PROCEEDING

The facts clearly demonstrate that, on the one hand, from our

observations of the realization of the cceation of p'actical Eleld
emission tips [6 ] , there is no question that, opting for the use of
that type of creation method [7 ] , the tip shapes which are obtained,

although they approximate rotated parabolic surfaces or hyperbolic
surfaces, are very difficult, however, to make completely regular and

symmetrical. On the other hand, looking from the standpoint of the
general structure of FES source bodies, after all is said and done, it
is very simple. It is only composed of a cathode tip and an anode
tip. With regard to this type of system, it goes without saying that
tip forms are extremely irregular. Not considering the effects of
spacial electric charges, the tip surface electric field strengths

are, undoubtedly, in direct proportion to the anode
p [8(i liegible)p.otential [ , that is

s - #oo (01)

In this equation, / O0 is the tip shape coefficient. UO0 is the
anode potential.

Due to the fact that /3 0 is only related to the geometrical

shape of electrodes and their sizes, and that the anode potential U0

is also capable of precise measurements, the result of this is that,

if it is possible, for a number of tip electrode systems which possess

-. presentative natures, to go through precise measurements or

.-l:;jLat ions of tip surface electric field strengths and one finds th-

)pecidl chdracteristics and rules or pattecns for their changes, then,

thece is the possibility, from equation (1), of finding certain types

of relationships to precisely calculate /9 0 . We selected four types

of Field emission systems the shapes of which were, respectively,
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seDis rical, ellipsoid, rotated parabolic, and hyperbolic in form.

Their tip radii of curvature r0 (r0 is 1.05x10 - 5(illegible))

were equal to each other. The distance from the tips to the anode d

(d is 0.7 cm) were the same. The anvdes were all flat plates. Going

through electrolytic tank or cell simulation methods [9' and

electronic computers, with regard to the four types of field emission

systems described above, in terms of potential distributions between

electrodes and tip surface electric field strengths, use was made of

step by step amplification, approximation and simulation 
methods11 0 1

to carry out precision measurements and numerical value calculations.

The method was to first make use of simulation methods, taking the

various electrodes of the systems which were awaiting measurement (for

.ciple, systems in which the tips present a semispherical shape).

Then, on the basis of an amplification ratio of 100 fold, we

positioned the sliced shapes into the electrolytic tank or cell. With

the introduction of tap water, and, in conjunction with a potential of

U0 being added between the electrodes, use was made of D-2 Model

automatic electron track or orbit instruments to work out the nine

equipotential curves 0.1Uo 0 .2U0 ...0.9UO. Following this,

one takes the equipotential curve U 1=0.5U to be the new anode.

On-
rty the -zone b1:3ween the tip and the 0.5U equipotential curve

and reamplifies it 50 fold. In the same way, one works out the nine

- 1quipotential cucves 0.1 , 0.2U 1...0.9U 1 . In their proper

order, working by analogy, one, step by step, approximates the four

types of c-thode tip. All together, the amplification multiplier was

9x10 5. One takes the system boundary potential values obtained in

the final iteration of simulation and inputs them into an electronic

computer. Thcough iterative substitution, the accuiricy is btte.- thao

. As 'St aS the carrying out of calcul. tions on the potential

]i -i:h~ijn within a rang- . )proxiitately 0.75/4,n in front of the tip

-rid oi tip surface electric field strengths are concerned, the results

are as shown in Fig.l. The other three types also had similar

sinolations and calculations done on them. The results are as shown

in '7ig.'s 2, 3, and 4.

Here, it is also necessary to explain. In carrying out the

simulation measurements associated with the first iteration electrode
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amplification of 100 fold, we used an ordinary steel needle witn a
radija sinillee than 0.01mm and a radius of curvatu'a that was !L!am to
act as the emission tip. At this time, the 0.510J e0uiLotni-U

curve was located at a place 1.6cm in front of the tip. Due to the
fact that this segment of distance was vastly farther and g:eatec than
the steel needle's radius of curvature, the tip's radius of curvature
and shape were even smaller as a result. As far as the influences

fcom the location and shape of the 0.5U 0equipotential cu--v is
concerned, in actuality, they are negligible. In the other thvee

iterations of simulation and amplification, the tip shape and
dimensions, by contrast, are manufactured strictly in conformance with

requirements.

0 .e 0 0.,0.50.6 0.? 0.3 0.9 1o0

-/ 
I, I Il I I I i A 

!

.. 0. U VS.

Fig.1 Electric Field Distribution for Tips That Are Hemispherical

0.40.50. 0.T 0.8 U, 1.

3 0 0.25 0.5 0.S5 lj

Fig.2 Electric Field Distribution for Tips That Are Ellipsoia
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3. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISIONS

From the analyses for the above described four types of tip field

emission system electrical potential distributions as well as the

calculations for tip surface electric field strengths, it is possible

to see that: (1) Within the same type of tip system, the distribution

of equipotential lines is not uniform. The closer one approaches the

tip, the denser the distribution becomes, and the greater the changes

become. By contrast, when they are few and far between, they tend to

be uniform. It is clearly shown that surface fieald e~ji 1.

principally determined by tip radii of curvature. Moreover, the tip

662

03. 0.040.7 0.6 0.9 I.OL4
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to anode distance and the anode shape have, relatively ssaiking, small

influences. Surface field strengths are also related to the size of

electrode polar angles. As far as polar angles which are between 00

ind 300 ac concerned, changes in the strength of surface electrical

fields are relatively small. It is possible to see them as constant.

After polar angles become greater than 300, surface electric field

strengths, then, follow increases in polar angles and rapidly

diminish. The results are as shown in Fig.5. (2) In systems with

different tips, despite the fact that the radii of curvature are equal

to each other and the distances from tips to anode as well as anode

shapes are the same, the state of the distribution of equipotential

curves among them and their degree of concentration are, by contrast,

not the same. Tips which present hemispherical or half spheroid

shapes are the ,host concentrated. Those that present hyperbolic

shapes are the most spread out. If one uses " to represent

surface field stcengths for systems with half spheroid tips and uses

4.0-

LO

"I I I t I I I I
0 10 30 0 To g

e (*)

Fig.5 Relationships Between Electric Surface Fields With Different
Tips and Polar Angles; a is a half spheroid forms b is an ellipsoilj
CLorin, c is a parabolic form, d is a hyperbolic form) e is a
spheroid form (the anode is infinitely distant)
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of to represent the surface electric fields associated with other tip 663

focm systems' surface field strengths, then, e/4, follows r0/h

(h is the width of the tip neck section) displaying changes as shown

in Fig.6. From the Fig., it is possible to see that tip surfacl field

strengths not only depend in an extreme way on the magnitude of rAdii

of cucvature. At the same time, they are also strongly dependent on

the thinness and symmetrical nature of tip neck sections.

In relationships to calculate /3, in order to be capable of

fle:;irij tvh~~1 rf-aity of the experimental facts described above, on

h b;sis o[ hh- £oIV,.jo,1 il Rt4- re-ci [3] and going through

r'ultiple itecations of exp.erimentation, calculation, analysis, and

-ynthesis. one obtai.,is the se.niempirical formula below for c-Ilculating

in a generaliz-d FES tip shape system:

a

1.0

6

d

0.4 0.b 0.6 1.0 reIAl

Fig.6 The R-lationship of Changes in E/E As It Follows r/h, K/h
at is the suc face electr ic field for semispS eroid tips.

8 0.2j{[l,+ (k,+h, .(A, + h. ) (2)
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Fig.7 Concentric Sphere Model of Tip Emissions (R0 is the radius
of curvature after amplification. h1 and h2 are the upper and
lower neck widths after amplification.)

In the equation, r0 is the tip radius of curvature. h1 and h 2

are, respectively, the widths of th .ip:er and lower tip neck

sections. d is the distance froin tip to -node.

Equation (2) clearly shows that (1) the radius of curvitu-e of

the tip and the width of neck sections have considerable influence on

(2) the upper and lower tip neck section widths are not the same.

.ialue s are also different. It is clearly shown thati4 values are also

r'elated to symmetry characteristics ol tips. (3) The distance from

tip to anode d, in the expression, is placed in a logrithmic quantity.

Speaking in terms relative to rO and h, it has relatively snall
e[ECfts on 7..

Let hI=h2=h0(illegible), and (hl+h2 ) << d. Then,

equation (2) is capable of being simplified to be

- A, - - A... (A, + A,) << d, R,](2)iKj,-nift
,q ft 0.21/[(, '+ h)ln (2h/,s)]1

(3)
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In order to prove the reliability and accuracy of equation (3),

one makes use of the three types of methods below in order to compare

and explain.

(1) As far as using electronic computers on various tip systems

to carry out numerical value calculations is concerned, one precisely

and accurately determines tip surface field strength 8 values. One

then compares these with anode potentials U0 (in our experiments, we

selected U0 = 3kv), solving for the corresponding A6 values. One

uses the values in question to carry out comparisons with /3values

calculated with equation (3). The results are as shown in Fig.l.

(2) From an analysis of the special characteristics of the

distribution of equipotential curves in Fig.l, 2, 3, and 4, it is

possible to see that, despite the fact that various tip shapes differ

very greatly, in the cathode section with polar angles s'na1.L.r --J tn

300 and the adjacent first equipotential surface, however, it is

possible, in all cases, to see them as two concentric spherical

surfaces as shown in Fig.7. If one makes the cathode potential be

zero, the first equipotential surface potential is V I. Going

through a solution of Laplace equations, it is possible to prove that

the cathode surface electric field strength is

,- R, V/R,(Rj - R.)] (4)

In this equation, M is the electrode amplification multiplier number.

R. and R are, respectively, the tip radius of curvature after

amplification and the radius of curvature of the first equipotential

surface. The reason for this is that

V, - nU, (5)

In this equation, n is the electrical potential ratio coefficient
-l

(under the conditions in our experiments, n is 1.2x10 ).
Taking equation (5) and substituting into equation (4), one then

-an .h-i coefficient to be

A-R,.vM /I R( R - Re)]
(6)
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Because of the fact that R0 and R1 are capable of being directly

measured from the graphs of electrical potential

distributions, it is possible, as a result of this, to precisely

determine . In the same way, one takes and carries out

cormparisons with . (See Table 1.)

(3) Taking the values of r0 and d discussed above as well as

the polar angle a to be 100, these parameters and others like them

ai~e respectively substituted into the formulae put forward by D.

Selidovkin[3, W. Swanson [4], and P. Dyke [5, as well as other

similar people. In conjunction with that, one solves for the

corresponding values of 1 . (See Table 1).

From Table 1 it is possible to see that, under conditions which

are entirely the same, the /3 values which are obtained by the use of
this article's formula and the results obi-ained Erom the use of

electronic computers and equation (6) are basically in line with ech

other. This clearly shows that equation (3) is correct and accurate.

The reason for this is that it not only considers tip radii of

curvature but also considers thickness and symmetry characteristics of

the neck portions of tips in terms of their influence on -'.

a ,,(10-,cm) 1.05 1.05 1.s 1.05

n ILK (00-'cm) 1.05 1.23 1. 9 1.1

0 i 1 0'W/cm) 3.4126 2.9459 2.4815 2.0675

p8( Icm1) 1.1375 0.9519 0.1273 0.6592

p.(.1o'cm-') 1.1531 0.9221 0.0012 0.6334

D(10'cm
-
) 1.3740 1.0303 0.7706 0.5662

D. Selidovkin P,(10'cm"4 ) 6.3725 1.6141 1.5246

W. Swasnsou .(1O'¢m - ) 2.0103 2.0103 2.0103 2.0103

?.Dyke (l0cm') 1.1743 1.1743 1.1743 1.1743

Table 1 A Comparison of Various Types of Calculation ResultsI) (1)
Tip Shape (2) Comparison (3) Semispheroid (4) Ellipsoid (5)
Paraboloid (6) Hyperboloid (7) Tip Curvature Radius (8) Width of
Tip Neck (9) Tip Surface Field Strength 1) In the Table, /A 0 is
the cesili.- fcron electronic computer calculations. /3

/(11 ib~ejult s
is the results from calculations using equation (6). ebe
from calcuations using equation (3).
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4. SUMMARY

As far as using the formula put forward in this article to do

calculations on tip shape systems is concecned, it is not only

reliable. It is also simple and conv.enient. When doing calculations,

it is not necessary to give consideration to the actual shape of the

tip. It is only necessary, when making the tip, to make precise

measurements of the radii of curvature and upper and lower neck

widths, and that is all. Today, in this time of wide spread

applications of optical microscopes and SEM to this, it is extremely

easy to do. After calculating out values for / , it is then possible

to precisely determine tip surface field strengths and current

densities. This aids in both the improvement and raising of FES

design and emission characteristics.
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